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Applying Loads in Limited-Access Facilities
and Distributed Environments
Applications for Suitcase-Style Load Banks

Load banks test equipment and systems in differing facilities and environments. Small size, enhanced portability, and
ease of deployment become important when facilities present space or access limitations or require distributed electrical
or heating loads. This document surveys the characteristics and uses of “suitcase” load banks, the smallest type.

SURVEY OF LOAD BANK FORM FACTORS
In review, load banks are available in differing form factors for various applications. Load banks can be categorized as
stationary and portable units. Stationary units can be further differentiated between permanently mounted units that
install on floors, roofs, and dedicated concrete pads (Figure 1), and radiator-mounted units that apply loads specifically
to engine-generators (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Outdoor Load Bank

Figure 2: Radiator-Mount Load Bank

Portable load banks are available in containerized units that can be trucked from site-to-site (Figure 3) and castermounted units that can be wheeled into and through facilities (Figure 4). The smallest type is suitcase-style units
that are easiest to ship and carry (Figure 5).

Figure 3: Containerized Load Bank
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Figure 4: Portable Load Bank

Figure 5: Suitcase-Style Load Bank

LOAD BANK DESIGNS
Increased Load Density
Over time, the power equipment industry has increased
the capacity and decreased the dimensions of load banks.
Changes in both resistor component design and cooling fan
technologies are primary drivers for these improvements.
For instance, small low-power motors with added fan blades
were used to develop proper cooling velocities in older
load bank models. These contributed to the size and weight
of load bank designs. Today, fan motor efficiencies have
increased so that industrial muffin-style fans can provide
enough air flow to cool load banks. This advance increases
load density in suitcase-style units.
Load element design has also improved to increase load
density. The earliest types of resistive load elements were
either large “calrod”-style components (resistive elements
housed in a sealed tube) or industrial resistors wound over
Figure 6: Multiple resistive elements are placed into a load bank
a large ceramic core (Figure 6). Using these technologies, a
to achieve the necessary capacity.
400 kW portable load bank might have weighed more than
1200 pounds (544 kilograms) and present a relatively large
dimensional footprint. Because both resistor technologies and available metal alloys have improved, the watt density
of the resistors has increased. Because fewer and smaller resistors can provide the same load, ASCO presently offers
700 kW units that measure and weigh the same as older 400 kW units, a 75% increase in load density.

Decreased Size and Weight
Backup generators are often located on rooftops. In these applications, designers may oversize generator capacity
to accommodate growth in future power demand. Reasons include the high costs of generator replacement and
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associated logistical and permitting costs. Where a freight elevator is
the only means of access through a building, load banks that do not fit
must be lifted to a rooftop using a crane. In these cases, lifting may not
be practical due to safety standards and the quantity of personnel
required.
Suitcase-style load banks are typically available in capacities of 25
to 100 kW. Generally weighing less than 100 pounds, the units feature
telescoping handles attached to caster-mounted transport cases,
which may also house cables for connecting load banks to circuits
(Figure 7). This configuration is best for shipping and transport, because it can be easily shipped by parcel carriers and can be handled
by fewer technicians.

Figure 7: A 100 kW suitcase-style load bank can
weigh less than 100 pounds, making it easy to ship
or transport. An ASCO Model 2500 is shown.

LOAD BANK TEST APPLICATIONS
Load test applications can be categorized by the quantity of locations requiring simultaneous load application:

• Location-specific applications occur where individual equipment and systems require testing, and space
or access is limited.

• Distributed applications requiring simultaneous application of loads at multiple locations.
The suitability of suitcase-style load banks for these applications, as well as examples of their uses, are further
described as follows.

Location-Specific Applications
Load banks are most commonly used to apply load during acceptance and maintenance testing of equipment and systems. These applications include generator output testing, performance testing of uninterruptible power supplies (UPS),
and testing of overcurrent protection devices. When testing is repeated at a single location, such as a healthcare facility
(which is subject to frequent periodic tests) or where a manufacturer verifies performance of its assembled products,
permanent load test equipment is often installed.
Where testing is infrequent, permanent load banks may not present the most cost-effective solution. For instance, testing
the performance of electrical circuits leading to a few newly added IT server racks may require a relatively small load for
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a single test. Suitcase load banks excel at location-specific applications when the testing workspaces, or accessways to
them, require small equipment dimensions. Small portable load banks can be speedily installed, operated, and removed
from tight locations to meet testing needs.
Rooftop Generators
Suitcase load banks are commonly used to test rooftop generators, simply because load banks must be small
enough to fit in available elevators and through man-doors. To apply sufficient load, multiple load banks may be
required. For example, four 100 kW suitcase load banks can be transported to a hospital rooftop and paralleled
together to test a 350 kW genset. NFPA and Joint Commission testing requirements for backup power systems
are summarized in our paper entitled Load Testing for Healthcare Compliance.
Uninterruptible Power Supplies
Suitcase load banks are also used for UPS testing and maintenance. They can be used to conduct important
tests such as:
1. Steady-State Load Tests to characterize output conditions at specific amounts of the rated load.
2. Transient Response Load Tests to simulate UPS performance during changes in load.
3. Module Fault Tests to verify that a UPS system continues to provide sufficient load if one of its
modules fails.
4. Battery-Rundown Tests to observe battery temperature, voltage, and current under load conditions.

Distributed Applications
For some applications, needs cannot be met using a single load bank because testing must simultaneously occur at
multiple locations. As a result, the total load must be derived from multiple, smaller, spatially dispersed units. Because
they can offer lower capacities and are rapidly deployable, suitcase load banks are especially effective in distributed
test applications.
When facilities are commissioned, spatially distributed load banks can be used to apply loads to circuits across an
equipment space or building. Examples include instances where circuits in multiple areas must be simultaneously tested, such as distribution circuits that power rows of servers, and IT equipment in racks and cabinets in a data center.
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Power Distribution System Testing
When buildings are commissioned following construction or modification, their power distribution systems must
be tested to verify that they will perform safely as built. Suitcase load banks can be used to apply load at equipment locations throughout a power distribution system, where load equipment will be installed.
In these applications, load banks are commonly used for applying loads to simulate the designed operating
conditions. By applying loads approaching the nominal amperage of circuits, the absence of performance and
safety issues such as connection or cable overheating can be verified before load equipment is installed. Load
banks can also apply loads exceeding fusing currents to verify that overcurrent protection devices will open as
designed to de-power overloaded circuits safely. A digital monitoring system can streamline both data logging
and the assessment of results.
Cooling System Testing
Load banks can be used for reasons other than applying electrical load. Notably, a 100 kW load bank can produce
heat at a rate exceeding 300,000 BTU per hour. Consequently, load banks are also used to generate heat load for
the purposes of testing cooling systems for equipment and buildings.
To assess the effectiveness of cooling systems in a server room, heat must be generated across the space to create
appropriate heat loads. Operating distributed load banks across a space can approximate the heat load that will
be generated by IT equipment. In these applications, small, portable load banks can be delivered, connected, and
removed quickly. In addition, the amount of heat in specific locations can be increased or decreased to simulate
the amount of heat that will be generated by load equipment in each area. When necessary, multiple suitcase load
banks can be paralleled to apply sufficient load.
Suitcase load banks are ideal for these applications. Their scalability and portability make them especially suited
for testing where data centers use hot-aisle/cold-aisle heat management strategies. Because of their small size,
suitcase load banks work well in crowded server rooms.

SUMMARY
Design trends are producing load banks with higher capacities in smaller overall dimensions. One result is suitcase
load banks that are relatively easy to carry, ship, and install in tight spaces with small doorways. These units make
it easier to perform regular testing of location-specific equipment such as generators and UPS in facilities without a
permanent load bank. They can also be used to produce distributed electrical and heat loads when power distribution
systems and cooling systems respectively require testing. Their scalability and portability make them especially suited
for testing where data centers use hot-aisle/cold-aisle heat management strategies.
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